






















































































































































l)EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON ACTIVELY MANAGED MUTUAL FUNDS
NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF PORTFOLIO DISCLOSURE
This dissertation bundles three empirical studies on actively managed mutual funds.
These studies provide new insights into the costs and benefits of portfolio disclosure and
shed more light into the question whether mutual fund investors have an informational
advantage over other market participants. Chapter 2 develops a simple trading strategy
which front-runs the anticipated forced sales by mutual funds experiencing extreme
capital outflows. The findings in this chapter suggest that publicly available information
on fund holdings exposes mutual funds in distress to predatory trading. Chapter 3 studies
investors sophistication and shows that mutual fund investors are probably more
sophisticated than previously thought. The evidence in this chapter suggests that
investors use portfolio holdings information in order to infer managerial skill and benefit
from shifting capital towards skilled fund managers. Thus, while chapter 2 provides
evidence for the potential costs of portfolio disclosure, chapter 3 quantifies the benefits
from the actual use of portfolio holdings information by mutual fund investors. Chapter 4
uses disclosed fund holdings in order to study the information content of mutual funds'
trades. The study documents that prior to 2001, stocks purchased by funds outperform
stocks they sell. However, the opposite happens after 2001. The findings in this chapter
suggest that mutual fund managers might have lost their information advantage over
time. The results further point that reduction in selective access to firm information
following the implementation of Regulation Fair Disclosure in 2001 is an important
contributor to this effect. 
The Erasmus Research Institute of Management (ERIM) is the Research School (Onder -
zoek school) in the field of management of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. The founding
participants of ERIM are the Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), and the Erasmus
School of Econo mics (ESE). ERIM was founded in 1999 and is officially accre dited by the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The research under taken by
ERIM is focused on the management of the firm in its environment, its intra- and interfirm
relations, and its busi ness processes in their interdependent connections. 
The objective of ERIM is to carry out first rate research in manage ment, and to offer an
ad vanced doctoral pro gramme in Research in Management. Within ERIM, over three
hundred senior researchers and PhD candidates are active in the different research pro -
grammes. From a variety of acade mic backgrounds and expertises, the ERIM commu nity is
united in striving for excellence and working at the fore front of creating new business
knowledge.
Erasmus Research Institute of Management - 
Rotterdam School of Management (RSM)
Erasmus School of Economics (ESE)
Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR)
P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 10 408 11 82
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RG.Q1 = min(0.2, RG.Rankt)
RG.Q2 = min(0.2, RG.Rankt −RG.Q1)
RG.Q3 = min(0.2, RG.Rankt −RG.Q1−RG.Q2)
RG.Q4 = min(0.2, RG.Rankt −RG.Q1−RG.Q2−RG.Q3)
RG.Q5 = RG.Rankt −RG.Q1−RG.Q2−RG.Q3−RG.Q4
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l)EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON ACTIVELY MANAGED MUTUAL FUNDS
NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF PORTFOLIO DISCLOSURE
This dissertation bundles three empirical studies on actively managed mutual funds.
These studies provide new insights into the costs and benefits of portfolio disclosure and
shed more light into the question whether mutual fund investors have an informational
advantage over other market participants. Chapter 2 develops a simple trading strategy
which front-runs the anticipated forced sales by mutual funds experiencing extreme
capital outflows. The findings in this chapter suggest that publicly available information
on fund holdings exposes mutual funds in distress to predatory trading. Chapter 3 studies
investors sophistication and shows that mutual fund investors are probably more
sophisticated than previously thought. The evidence in this chapter suggests that
investors use portfolio holdings information in order to infer managerial skill and benefit
from shifting capital towards skilled fund managers. Thus, while chapter 2 provides
evidence for the potential costs of portfolio disclosure, chapter 3 quantifies the benefits
from the actual use of portfolio holdings information by mutual fund investors. Chapter 4
uses disclosed fund holdings in order to study the information content of mutual funds'
trades. The study documents that prior to 2001, stocks purchased by funds outperform
stocks they sell. However, the opposite happens after 2001. The findings in this chapter
suggest that mutual fund managers might have lost their information advantage over
time. The results further point that reduction in selective access to firm information
following the implementation of Regulation Fair Disclosure in 2001 is an important
contributor to this effect. 
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